
The Strength Of Colors And Shapes In The
Female Nude Arte 21
Art has always been a powerful medium for expressing emotions, desires, and
societal norms. In the realm of visual arts, the female nude has been a recurring
subject that has fascinated artists across different time periods and cultures.
Through the use of colors and shapes, artists in the Female Nude Arte 21
movement have brought a renewed strength and depth to this traditional genre.

The Evolution of the Female Nude Arte 21

The Female Nude Arte 21 movement emerged in the late 20th century as a
response to the changing societal views on women's bodies and sexuality. Artists
of this movement sought to break away from the objectification and idealization of
the female form that had dominated art history. Instead, they aimed to portray the
female nude with strength, authenticity, and individuality.

The Power of Colors in the Female Nude Arte 21

Colors play a significant role in the Female Nude Arte 21 movement, transforming
the portrayal of the female figure into a vibrant and impactful artistic expression.
Artists utilize warm colors like red, orange, and yellow to convey passion, vitality,
and strength. Cool colors such as blue and green may be used to evoke
tranquility, contemplation, and vulnerability.
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Each color choice in a female nude artwork communicates specific emotions and
narrative elements. For instance, the use of intense red might symbolize raw
sexuality and confidence, while muted tones of purple and pink may represent
more subdued sensuality or introspection.

The Influence of Shapes in the Female Nude Arte 21

Shapes, too, hold immense power in the depiction of the female nude in the Arte
21 movement. Artists experiment with different dimensions, curves, and angles to
create a unique visual language that portrays the female body's essence and
character.

Sharp, angular shapes can represent strength, boldness, and defiance, while
soft, rounded forms evoke a sense of femininity, gentleness, and vulnerability.
The interplay between straight lines and curves in female nude artworks can
create fascinating visual tension, enabling the viewer to explore the complexities
of womanhood.

The Symbolism and Meaning behind the Female Nude Arte 21
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The Female Nude Arte 21 goes beyond the aesthetic representation of the female
body. Each artwork within this movement carries a deeper message and
symbolism, challenging societal standards and the objectification of women.

Through vibrant colors and unique shapes, artists amplify the narrative power of
their creations, highlighting issues such as body positivity, self-acceptance, and
the celebration of individuality. The strength of these artworks lies in their ability to
spark impactful dialogue and introspection within viewers, fostering an
appreciation for diversity and the beauty of the female form.

The Female Nude Arte 21 movement has brought forth a powerful resurgence of
the portrayal of the female body. By utilizing colors and shapes effectively, artists
have managed to break free from traditional norms and transcend the boundaries
of art history. Through their works, they inspire and empower individuals to
embrace the diversity and strength found in the female form.

So, next time you encounter a Female Nude Arte 21 artwork, take a moment to
appreciate the strength that emanates from the vibrant colors and shapes. Allow
yourself to delve deeper into the symbolism and meaning behind it, and let it
challenge your perception of the female body in art.
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Paintings by Arduino Rossi
On the cover painted by Arduino Rossi.

Presentation
Female nudes painted in oil or acrylic on canvas or wood, from different periods,
always painted to give shape to curves and confusing female images with the
play of shapes and colors.
Contacts with Arduino Rossi rossi.arduini@gmail.com

BIOGRAPHY
Arduino Rossi was born in Bergamo on June 9, 1956, where he has always lived.
After the short period of his chaotic youth, he closed himself in his “disordered”
interests for poetry, literature, painting.
Arduino finds his personal realization in painting, he had a first critical judgment
by Giuseppe Martucci, 10 December 2004, in the magazine Artecultura: “Arduino
Rossi's painting lives of its own particular neo-expressionism. The essential
features of a figurative reality are intensely deformed in their plastic morphology
... "
Instead Francesco Valma in the Corriere Veneto, local edition of Corriere della
Sera, says: "... .. of elevated chromatic strength, compositional energy and
dynamic combinations of warm and cold colors: it is a light fly like thoughts when
they are able to soothe the soul."
Arduino today focuses on the abstract with acrylic, where he seeks and
experiments with new forms, new harmonic chromatic relationships, as he writes
for Salvo Nugles for the Spolete show in 2020: "Arduino Rossi has made the
curves and liveliness of the chromatic combinations his own recognizable style .
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Through games of spirals and colored geometric shapes that intersect each
other, creating a game of plastic and lively joints ..... "
In the meantime, his canvases have been exhibited in Rome and Milan, Catania,
Parma and Venice, in different realities, but also in New York, at the White Space
Chelsea gallery, in Manhattan, or at the Market Exhibition in Boston at Italian
Contemporary Art Gallery, United States.
CURRICULUM by ARDUINO ROSSI
2020
He participates with a canvas, entitled Light in flight, at the Pro Biennale 2020, in
Venice from 23 July to 7 August 2020, presented by Vittorio Sgarbi.
Criticism by Flavia Sagnelli - Curator of Exhibitions - on the occasion of the Pro
Biennale summer 2020 in Venice presented by Vittorio Sgarbi, special mention
also signed by Vittorio Sgarbi.
With publication with the Giorgio Mondadori publishing house of his work and with
the critical judgment, inside the volume that reports this Probiennale.
He also participates in the publication of a profile of him in the volume of the
Giorgio Mondadori publishing house, entitled Arte in Quarantine, 2020.
NEW YORK 2020, He was selected for the exhibition from 24 to 27 June 2020,
postponed from 21 to 24 October 2020, for Corona-virus, in New York for the
PitturiAmo Award in New York, at the White Space Chelsea gallery (555 W 25th
St, New York, NY) located in Manhattan, in the heart of NEW YORK with the
image of the artist's work with the video quotation displayed in the gallery,
enjoying sales assistance.
All the artists admitted to the PitturiAmo Award in New York will have an entire
page in color in the magazine ART NOW.
Market exhibition in Boston At Italian Contemporary Art Gallery 80 Dartmouth St,
Boston, MA 02116, United States - 2020 italian resilience.
April 2020 certificate with publication of an entire color page in the magazine ART
NOW, with the Certificate and the AVANT-GARDE ARTIST plaque under the



supervision of the art critic Vittorio Sgarbi, for the remarkable stylistic quality.
TGCOM24 MEDIASET IS PRESENT IN THE VIDEO OF THE ARTISTS OF
SPOLETO ARTE of 16 June 2020, AS SHOWN FROM THE LINK BELOW:
https://www.tgcom24.mediaset.it/2020/video/gli-artisti-di-spoleto-
arte_19508751.shtml
United Arab Emirates: Double Exposure of N. 1 work in Digital Exhibition in Umm
Al Quwainn and in Dubai, in the Arab Emirates, with selection certificate.
SPOLETOARTE EXHIBITION with Vittorio Sgarbi at Palazzo Storico in the center
of Spoleto, from 18 September to 2 October 2020 with ART FACTORY SPOLET
O,
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